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ByAriel Cabrera

can be ordered and
shipped for a reason-
able price. Today's
high-priced pushpoles
like the carbon/kevlar
type can cost $900 or
more, so it pays to fix
your own.

Inexpensive repair
kits are available from
pole manufacturers,
most priced for less
than $50. Consider
www.stiffypushpoles.
com, www.moon-
lighterpushpoles.com,
www.polecatpush-
poles.com and www.
biscaynerod.com as
sources for pole and
repair materials; it's
their business. These
companies have piec-
es lying around the

warehouse and most are willing to cut
a piece for your repair work. First thing
you'll need to do is collect all the neces-
sary materials. Matching like materials,
for example, is just as important as the
bond process I'm about to describe. You
want to preserve the look, weight and

A clean work space and gear for the repair job.

Push pole Fix
Repair your broken pole.

Pushpoles are prone to eventual
cracking from stress overload or
improper use. So what do you do

when you break one? Recover whatever
you can and take home the parts to fix
later. Even if you lose a piece of a pole
there are good chances a similar part

performance of your original pole. It is
also possible to use an external sleeve in
case an internal ferrule is unavailable for
your pole model. Check your local hard-
ware store, too, for options such as alu-
minum, PVCand fiberglass.

Preparation is key. Examine your parts
and insert the ferrule into both pole
ends, one piece at a time, to ensure a
snug, slightly compressed fit. This is im-
portant because you don't want to rely
only on the resin to keep your pole to-
gether. Now look at your broken pole
and cut off any jagged ends so you have
a smooth, flush and squared-off end. A
miter saw with a plastic blade makes a
great cut. Now roughen up the inside of
the pole with sandpaper, a rasp or file.
Do the same to the other section of pole
that will be bonded and then clean them
with acetone. Re-insert the parts to see
how well the insert fits into each section.

Most push poles have a certain degree
of taper, which is important to consider.
If the parts are loose, try wrapping mask-
ing or duct tape around the ferrule until
a snug fit is achieved. Large diameter
ferrules or inserts will require sanding
by means of an electric belt sander for a
quick job. When using a belt sander, stop
and insert the ferrule at frequent inter-
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vals to check for fit; if you over-do it you
will end up having to wrap tape as de-
scribed in the previous step. Remember
to clean any sanded debris with acetone.
This preparation is basically half the re-
pair work.

Usea quality two-part epoxy glue
product like the West System to bond the
ferrule insert into the pole sections. (You
did put on gloves, right? Stick to the latex
or vinyl type.) I like to pour the resin and
hardener into small plastic water bottles
with the tops cut off. Make sure to read
the specific instructions carefully; how-
ever, most epoxies follow an equal (1:1)
resin to hardener proportion. If your re-
pair kit already came with epoxy pack-
ets, then the measuring has already been
laid out for you. That's convenience! Mix
well with a wooden dowel and use your
gloved hands or a brush to spread glue
to half the length of the ferrule and in-
side of one pole section. Wipe off any
excess and insert the ferrule shaft into
the pole section. Watch the pot time
carefully so your hands don't get burned;
epoxy gets hot when mixed with its cata-
lyst hardener. Allow the first side to cure
by letting it set to dry overnight; this way
there is no slipping when you are ready
to glue on the other section of the pole.

Repeat on the other side of the pole
and ferrule insert and allow curing an-
other 24 hours. If the pole appears to be
dull-looking by UVoverexposure it may
be worthwhile to give the entire length

of the pole a thin epoxy clear coat at this
time. Now you'll have a functional, new-
looking pole with a smooth waterproof
finish. Unless you take a real close look
you won't see any damage. rs


